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Information technology 
revolution is historically 
unprecedented - in its 
impact it is like the 
industrial revolution and 
the invention of printing 
combined!

Yet, most fields of science and scholarship 

have not yet fully adopted the new ways of 

doing things, and in most cases do not 

understand them well…!

It is a matter of developing a new 
methodology of science and 
scholarship for the 21st century!



Exponential Growth 

in Data Volumes and 

Complexity!
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Understanding of complex phenomena requires complex data! 

Multi-! data fusion leads to a more 

complete, less biased picture 

(also: multi-scale, multi-epoch, …) 

Numerical simulations are also 

producing many TB’s of very 

complex “data” 

Data + Theory = Understanding 
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Astronomy Has Become Very Data-Rich!

•! Typical digital sky survey now generates ~ 10 - 100 TB, plus a 

comparable amount of derived data products!

–!PB-scale data sets are on the horizon!

•! Astronomy today has ~ a few PB of archived data, and 

generates ~ 10 TB/day!

–!Both data volumes and data rates grow exponentially, with a 

doubling time ~ 1.5 years!

–!Even more important is the growth of data complexity!

•! For comparison:!

Human memory ~ a few hundred MB!

Human Genome < 1 GB!

1 TB ~ 2 million books!

Library of Congress (print only) ~ 30 TB!



A Modern Scientific Discovery Process!

Data Gathering (e.g., from sensor networks, telescopes…)!

Data Farming: !
Storage/Archiving!
Indexing, Searchability!
Data Fusion, Interoperability!

Data Mining (or Knowledge Discovery in Databases):!

Pattern or correlation search!
Clustering analysis, automated classification!
Outlier / anomaly searches!
Hyperdimensional visualization!

Data Understanding!

  New Knowledge!

}!
Database!

Technologies!

Key!
Technical!
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Information Technology ! New Science!

•! The information volume grows exponentially!

Most data will never be seen by humans!!

   The need for data storage, network, database-related 

technologies, standards, etc.!

•! Information complexity is also increasing greatly!

Most data (and data constructs) cannot be 

comprehended by humans directly!!

   The need for data mining, KDD, data understanding 

technologies, hyperdimensional visualization, AI/Machine-
assisted discovery …!

•! We need to create a new scientific methodology on the basis 
of applied CS and IT!

•! Yet, most scientists are very poorly equipped to do the 21st 

century, computationally enabled, data-rich science…!



The Cyber-Infrastructure Movement!

(aka “The Atkins Report”)!

The Response of the Scientific 

Community to the IT Revolution!
•! Sometimes, the entire new fields are created!

–!e.g., bioinformatics, computational biology!

•! The rise of Virtual Scientific Organizations:!

–!Discipline-based, not institution based!

–! Inherently distributed, and web-centric!

–!Always based on deep collaborations between domain 
scientists and applied CS/IT scientists and professionals!

–!Based on an exponentially growing technology and thus 
rapidly evolving themselves!

•! However:!

–!Little or no coordination and interchange between different 
scientific disciplines!

–!A relatively slow general community buy-in!



The Evolving Role of Computation!
•! Computation is no longer just a subsidiary (inferior?) part of 

the scientific method; it is a necessary and increasingly 

dominant component!

–!Understanding of complex phenomena requires complex data!

–! The inevitability of non-analytical theory!

•! From number crunching to information manipulation!

–! The rise of data-driven science!

•! All science in the 21st century is becoming e-Science, and 

with this change comes the need for a new scientific 

methodology, with common challenges:!

–!Management of large, complex, distributed data sets!

–! Effective exploration of such data ! new knowledge!

•! There is a great emerging synergy of the computationally 

enabled science, and the science-driven IT!

Some Thoughts About e-Science!

•! Computational science  # Computer science!

•! Data-driven science is not about data, it is about 

knowledge extraction  (the data are incidental to                     

our real mission)!

•! Information and data are (relatively) cheap, but the 

expertise is expensive!

–! Just like the hardware/software situation!

•! Computer science as the “new mathematics”!

–! It plays the role in relation to other sciences which 

mathematics did in ~ 17th - 20th century!

–!Computation as a glue / lubricant of interdisciplinarity!

•! Computational science !
Numerical modeling!
               !!

Data-driven science!
{!



The Book 

and the 

Cathedral …!

… and the 

Web,!

and the 

Computer …!

Technologies for 

information storage 

and access are 

evolving …!

The Fundamental Roles of Research /

University Libraries:!

To preserve, organize,!

and provide/facilitate access!

to scientific and scholarly!

data and results!

This purpose is constant,!

but the implementation (technology, organizational 

models) and functionality evolve.!

What should the libraries become in the 21st century?!

… So Libraries Must Evolve, Too!



The Ongoing Revolution in Scientific 

Publishing and Curation $
•! The concept of scientific data and results is becoming 

increasingly more complex!

–!Data, metadata, virtual data, a hierarchy of products!

–!From static to dynamic: revisions and growing data sets!

–!From print-oriented to web-oriented!

•! The changing nature of scientific publishing and the explosion 

of new formats and modalities!

–!Massive data sets can be only published as electronic archives, 

and should be curated by domain experts!

–!Peer review / quality control for data and algorithms?!

–!The rise of un-refereed archives and a low-cost of web publishing!

–!Persistency and integrity of data and pointers!

–! Interoperability and metadata standards!

–!Ephemeral publications: blogs, wikis, websites, email, tweets…!

The Concept of Data (and Scientific 

Results) is Becoming More Complex!

Actual data (preserved)!
Data!

Virtual data (recomputed as needed)!

Primary!

Data!

And!

Metadata!

Derived!

Data Products!

And Results,!

Increasingly!

Distilled down!

Produced and 
often archived by 
the primary data 
providers!

Produced and 
published by the 
domain experts!

Information is cheap, but 
expertise and knowledge 
are expensive!!



The Changing Nature of Scientific 
Data and Results:!

Static " Dynamic!
•! Recalibrations: Which versions to save?!

•! Intrinsically growing data sets: Which versions to save?!

•! Virtual data:!

–!Re-compute on demand, save just the algorithm, but 
operating on which input version?!

–!What about improved algorithms?!

•! Domain expertise is necessary!!

–!Synergy between curation institutions (libraries, archives, 

museums) and research institutions (and other scholarly 
content creators) is essential!

–!New hybrid types of (virtual) institutions / organizations?!

Research Libraries for the 21st Century!

•! How should research libraries evolve in the era of 
information abundance and complexity?!

•! What should be their roles / functionality?!
–!Data discovery services!

–!Data provider federators!

–!Primary and/or derived data archivers!

–!How much domain expertise should be provided?!

–!Quality control and peer review?!

–!Relationship with web portals and search engines?!

•! Is this too much for a single type of an institution?!
–!Are libraries obsolete (inadequate)?!

–!Should they split into several types of institutions?!

–!Meta-Library Grid?  Institutional legacy archives?!

}!
Libraries!
As Virtual!
Organizations?!



Some Technologies to Watch!

•! Cloud computing!

–!Do you know where your bits are?  Where 

they have been?  Should you have to?!

–!Also mobile / ubiquitous computing!

•! Semantic Web!

–!Knowledge encoding and discovery 

infrastructure for the next generation Web!

•! Immersive & Augmentative Virtual Reality!

–!The human interface for the next generation 

Web, beyond the Web 2.0 social networking!

… and a bit further down the line:!

•! Machine intelligence redux!

–! Intelligent agents as your assistants / proxies !
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“If everything is under control,!

you are just not driving fast enough!”!

Stirling Moss, Formula 1 driver!


